
Meteor Observing 

 
A Practical Guide to Observing 

Meteor Showers 



Some Basics First : 

 

• Meteoroid – A chuck of rock           

outside the Earths’ Atmosphere 
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   Some Basics First : 

•  Meteor – A chuck of rock/dust           

entering the Earths’ Atmosphere 
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Geminid Meteors 



   Some Basics First : 

•  Meteorite – A chuck of rock              

     falling to the Earths’ Surface 
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Summary 

Three  Scenarios 

    Meteor or Meteorite? – 

Depends on the angle speed    

  and size of  the Meteoroid 

          Types of  Impact Craters 



 

Simple Crater 



Rebound Crater 







Holliford Crater Kingston ON 



Rimouski 

Crater 

What if  a BIG one like this hits 

again?............. 





Meteor Observing 

 There are several “Types” of Meteors 

  The average Meteor is nothing more in size 

than a speck of dust or sand! These produce 

the rapid streak we                    normally see 

as a short                       lived flash across 

the sky or                 “ Shooting Star”… 
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If the meteor is about the size of a small 

pebble, it often leaves a trail or “train”  in the 

sky that can be visible for several seconds 

after the meteor burns up. 
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 If the meteor is larger , then it is called a 

Bolide and is very bright and can often be 

seen “exploding” as it vaporizes in the 

atmosphere. 

 

 





Meteor Observing 

 If the meteor is REALLY BIG , then it is 

called a Fireball and is very bright. They are 

sometimes bright enough to see in the 

daylight! 

 

 



Grand Teton Fireball 1972 – Earth Grazer 



September 25, 2009  -  9:03 pm 

Grimsby Ontario 



Meteor Observing 

 Q.  If meteors are so small…how come they 

are so spectacular? 

A.   Meteors are visible because of a process 

called “Spallation” 

In laymen's terms,  this is when electrons are 

stripped off the meteor causing extreme heat 

and increase in brightness due to an 

expanding ionization “halo” around the 

object. 
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Q.   How fast are meteors moving? 

   A.    That depends on several factors – the 

angle the meteor enters the atmosphere, the 

mass of the meteor, its speed and motion 

relative to the earth at time of entry. 

On average they travel  between 11 and 75 

kilometers per second! 
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Q.   When is the best time to view a 

meteor shower? 

   A.    Generally, the best time to view a 

shower is between midnight and dawn. This 

is because that is generally the time when we 

hit the dust trail in a head on fashion as the 

place we are viewing from turns into the 

direct flow of the comet dust. 
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Q.   Can you hear a meteor ? 

         A.   Yes.  Sometimes sonic booms are                                

                  associated with meteors 
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Meteor Showers – Why do 

they happen on a regular basis? 
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Meteor Showers – Why do 

they happen on a regular basis? 
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Meteor showers always have a 

“Radiant” or an area of  the sky 

they seem to radiate from. 
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Kind of like looking through 

your car windshield as you 

drive in a snowstorm… 
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But some meteors do not 

come from a “radiant”….what 

are these called? 

Sporadic meteors 
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 Observing Tools and Hints 
1. Dress WARMLY!!!! Unless you are on 

a beach!...lol… 

2. Use a lawn chair and /or blankets – 

pillow helps too 

3. Bring hot drinks / snacks 

4. If recording meteors  a table, time 

device and pencils are a must. 

5. Star Chart and Observing Log 



Checklist 
Hot Drink 

Chair Pencils 

Timepiece 

Portable 

Table 
Pillows and 

Blankets 

A whole Mess of  

COOKIES!  

Thanks Nancy! 

Plotting Chart Observing Log 
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 Observing Tools and Hints - Photography 
        Bring camera and tripod 

• Set to 800 ISO 

• Bulb setting – 30 second exposures 

• Use as wide an angle as possible… 50mm or less 

• Point camera approx 10 degrees away from centre point of 

radiant…preferably in the direction you are looking. 

• Take LOTS of Pictures….. 
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Now the How to Part….. 

1. Position yourself so that the radiant is 

BEHIND or to the SIDE of you 

2. Raise your chair back so that you are 

comfortably looking skyward. 

3. Do not scan side to side or 

randomly….select a portion of the sky 

and look at one spot and use your 

peripheral vision to spot the meteors. 

4. Pick a “triangle of stars” and spend 

approx 30 seconds  to a minute at each 

star and rotate between them….. 
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Radiant 
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Radiant 
If  you see a meteor…… 

1. Callout METEOR!...another 

person will call out time if  you 

are with someone else…DO 

NOT look to your watch at this 

point 

2. Take 5-10 seconds to locate the 

meteor with reference to 

position, direction, colour, 

magnitude compared to a local 

star, train, exploded etc....Note 

approx time… 

3. In the example moving 

southward toward Sirius starting 

in the middle of  the triangle of  

stars in Monoceros to just above 

Sirius parallel to the end star in 

the head of  Canis Major 

4. Confirm again the position in 

your mind 

5. Record position and direction of  

meteor on your sky chart noting 

what type of  meteor ) sporadic, 

bolide or fireball ) and colour. 

6. Draw any train or disintegration 

points of  meteor. 



001 

Draw meteor 

position on chart 

including direction 

and label with 

number 

001 
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23:00          1.0              Yellow      Taurid          very fast             No                    ok                very fast Taurid -  
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+3       23  00     +2      01   00 

  0        23  00 

            S      22   50  

Real cold!!!!!  - Full Moon 
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Radiant 
If  you see a meteor…… 1. Callout 

METEOR!...another person 

will call out time if  you are 

with someone else…DO 

NOT look to your watch at 

this point 

2. Take 5-10 seconds to locate 

the meteor with reference to 

position, direction, colour, 

magnitude compared to a 

local star, train, exploded 

etc....Note approx time… 

 

3. Record position and 

direction of  meteor on your 

sky chart noting what type 

of  meteor ) sporadic, bolide 

or fireball ) and colour. 

4. Draw any train or 

disintegration points of  

meteor. 

Meteor train 



001 

Draw meteor 

position on chart 

including direction 

and label with 

number 

001 

002 

003 
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23:00          1.0              Yellow      Taurid          very fast             No                   good                very fast Taurid -  

23:12       Betelgeuse  red/green     Bolide          3 seconds          Yes                  good             Bright Taurid Bolide              

23:30           3.0           White        Fireball           very fast            No                  good             non radiant meteor  

     2011         12                 13                        22      00      00           03       00         00           

       79   44  55                            44   33    56                                     290 

 Gary Colwell                                            Hamilton Observatory 

+3       23  00     +2      01   00 

  0        23  00 

            S      22   50  

Real cold!!!!!  - Full Moon 
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Most Important thing….. 

HAVE FUN!!!! 


